
How Your Thoughts and Feelings Create Your
Destiny  

Negative memories & repetitive thought-feeling patterns
hardwire your brain and condition your body to live in the past.
This fragments & dissipates your energy. When you start to
focus on the present moment, you step into the quantum field
of infinite potential.  

Read more

How I Turned My Mind From a Cruel Master to a
Great Servant —The Story of Rajiv Prasad 

Rajiv Prasad, a versatile scholar & accomplished professor,
underwent an amazing personal transformation through
meditation. The key to overcoming many physical & mental
health problems, says Rajiv, is in taming the racy mind &
converting it from a tyrannical master into an efficient servant.

Read more

The Importance of Nurturing Positive Thoughts

There are two levels of your mind — the conscious /
rational/thinking mind & the subconscious/irrational/creative
mind. Your habitual thoughts sink down into your
subconscious mind, which then creates a matching reality.
Harmonious & constructive habitual thinking manifests perfect
health, success & prosperity.

Read more

Your personal reality is a manifestation of your predominant thoughts & feelings. They

create a powerful personal electromagnetic signature and draw into your life things,

people & circumstances which resonate with your personal �eld of energy. Change your

thinking-feeling pattern to change your life. 

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

Thinking creates Destiny — Patriji 

Think less and live more. Your thinking creates your destiny. So, think properly, think
qualitatively. As you think, so you become. There is no negativity out there, or positivity out
there — you are negative or you are positive, according to your thinking. Experience life,

experience meditation, experience dreams — but don’t analyze.
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